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Few days before this issue went to press, we profiled the actor who plays Baba 
Ramdev on Discovery JEET, on a show about the yoga guru’s life. The image 

we put on the homepage of our website afaqs.com was of Kranti Prakash Jha, said 
actor, jumping out of a glass window of a tall building, symbolic of the corporate 
world, and leaping out into the air with his customary orange robes flying about him 
dramatically.

Many of our readers may not know this, but Karan Bajaj, head of Discovery 
Networks India/South Asia, is something of a yogi himself. Karan, former P&G 
hand, routinely takes breaks from his professional world to challenge the material 
structures and mental constructs that surround us modern-day corporate creatures. 
Every four years or so he goes far away from his routine work life, to places that 
challenge him mentally and physically, like an ashram in the Himalayas, for 
example. “Long trips of surrender” is what he calls them.

During these sabbaticals, he pursues higher order goals like yoga, meditation and 
the art of detachment. “I wanted to be consciously goal-less and feel creation in its 
purest form,” said Karan, about these breaks, in a 2016 talk organised by Google.

While the breaks have helped Karan professionally, writing has been a delightful 
by-product. The titles of his novels are pretty telling - ‘The Yoga of Max’s Discontent’, 
‘Johnny Gone Down’, ‘The Seeker’, and ‘Keep off the Grass’.

Alas, our interview with Karan wasn’t about his spiritual excursions. We spoke to 
him about the Discovery Network, that he’s been credited with Indianising.

Every network, he feels, should have an ethos. The ‘Discovery ethos’ is to add 
meaning and purpose to television. Hereon, the challenge, he says, is to scale with 
purpose. “It’s easy to just scale, it’s easy to just aim for purpose. It’s the marriage of 
the two that’s challenging,” is how the corporate yogi puts it.
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DIAMOND PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION

Glitter, shine and everything 
bright — could be an apt 
descriptor when it comes to 

jewellery ads. However, that’s not 
quite the case with the Diamond 
Producers Association’s (DPA) new 
ad film which is all heart and soul 
sans glossy visuals. The new ad 
is the second in the ‘Real is Rare. 
Real is a Diamond’ series in India 
which is the DPA’s global integrated 
marketing campaign. Crafted and 
conceptualised by BBH India, the 
minute-long video is titled ‘Sneaking 
Out’.

For the uninitiated, the DPA is an 
international alliance of the world’s 
leading diamond mining companies 
which work towards maintaining and 
enhancing consumer demand and 
confidence in diamonds. Though the 
dust is yet to settle on the ‘Nirav 
Modi’ scam, the new video celebrates 
diamonds as the only ‘real’ thing by 
portraying a heart-warming story of 
a couple trying to spend time with 
each other.

Interestingly, the ad was inspired     
by a real-life story. “It was something 
we heard in the research and we 
thought it was such a wonderful, real 
and fresh point of view. Naturally, 
we then wrote the rest,” informs 
Russell Barrett, chief creative officer 
and managing partner, BBH India. 
He adds, “This story came from a 
couple who used to sneak out for late 
night bike rides to be able to spend 
time with each other and through 
those rides, they got closer.”

The DPA along with BBH India 
conducted research in order to 
capture the truth. Sanjay Sharma, 
head, strategy and managing 
partner, BBH India, says, “One of 
the important legs of the strategic 
process was to meet real-life  
couples from various walks of life. 
As it often happens, real stories were 
very different from the regular, 
idealised portrayal of relationships; 
instead, they were about the couples’ 
journey of coping with changes that 
marriage brings, dealing with new 
expectations and responsibilities, 
standing by each other through ups 
and downs, and creating a bond by 
discovering newer aspects of each 
other.”

The first film in the campaign’s 
Indian chapter was released in 
November 2017 and it was also 

developed by BBH India. “The 
task was fairly clear; we needed to 
launch the idea of - Real is Rare. 
Real is a Diamond - for the Indian 
audience. How diamonds are viewed 
and thought of has changed over 
the years and this new positioning 
reflects exactly the shifting attitudes 
of the audience. The idea (of the 
campaign) has depth, authenticity 
and honesty at heart. Hence, we 
had to create stories that captured 
this sense of truth in modern Indian 
relationships,” explains Barrett.

Richa Singh, managing director, 

DPA, India, opines that since most 
Indian marriages are arranged, 
the journey from being a “couple 
on paper” to a “couple for life” is 
unique. She shares, “We are talking 
to couples who are a few years into 
their marriage journey focusing on 
NCCS A, living in metros and Tier 
1 and Tier 2 towns in India. We have 
launched this ad on digital platforms, 
OTT and social networks. Recently, 
it has been launched on television as 
well.”

Elaborating further on the TV 
launch, Singh tells afaqs! Reporter, 
“We have a robust TV plan in 
place with over 3,000 spots across 
general entertainment, English 

niche content, high definition, and 
regional channels. Our plan is aimed 
to reach out across markets with 
high viewership regional channels 
and five language edits of the film. 
We are targeting couples consuming 
content together in their natural 
environment.”

Concept heavy videos are not 
new when it comes to jewellery ads; 
after all, Tanishq’s socially relevant 
commercials keep reminding us that 
glitter never eclipses content. But can 
we entirely do away with gloss and 
solely focus on real stories when the 
entire concept of jewellery revolves 
around vanity and self-indulgence? 
If ads are supposed to sell products 
while solving consumer problems 
and the same consumer requires her 
brand to be aspirational in nature; 

can a jewellery ad then afford to rub 
its shine off and adopt a subtle tone?

Akashneel Dasgupta, senior vice-
president and executive creative 
director, ADK Fortune, believes that 
the ad will massify diamonds. He 
states, “This ad is speaking to the 
heartland; it is much more real and 
grounded when compared to the 
usual diamond advertising. Also, the 
bigger thing which will emerge out 
of this communication is that it will 
end up democratising diamonds by 
saying that anyone can own them. 
To me, that comes out very strongly 
in this ad.”

Economics tells us that luxury 
goods refuse to follow the law of price 
and demand. Unlike necessity goods, 
luxury goods see a rise in demand 
when prices increase owing to the 
prestige attached to the product. 
Carrying forward the same logic to 
advertising, if diamond advertising 
ceases to polish its creatives with 
‘elite’ imagery and instead, cater to 
the masses, will it go against the 
product’s innate nature?

A major risk this film runs is that 
people might not grasp the product 
in the first go. Dasgupta agrees and 
adds, “It’s a double-edged sword; if 
you try to break away from the cliché 
then you always run the risk of not 

being noticed in the first view. Since 
I am an advertising person, I will 
look for the connect very closely, 
while the consumer might not do 
so.” However, he applauds the DPA 
for taking the bold step of coming up 
with a realistic ad.

Echoing similar sentiments, 
Sunila Karir, founder and creative 
partner, Boing!, thinks that many 
diamond brands could benefit from 
this campaign. She says, “It will 
certainly convey that a diamond is 
a symbol of a precious and close 
relationship. Celebrities are used to 
make the product aspirational, but 
in this case, it is the reverse that 
will work since the objective is to 
make the younger audience consider 
making this precious purchase.” n

sankalp.dikshit@afaqs.com

No Glitterati Effect
The new video released by the association celebrates diamonds as the only ‘real’ thing. By Sankalp Dikshit 

The first film in the campaign’s Indian  
chapter was released in November 2017  
and it was also developed by BBH India.

“This story came 
from a couple who 
used to sneak out  
for late night bike 
rides to be able to 
spend time with  
each other and 

through those rides, 
they got closer.”

RUSSELL BARRETT
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What is it with Indian creative 
agencies making ads for 
Pakistani brands? Lowe 

Lintas Mumbai has been making ads 
for Surf Excel Pakistan for quite a 
while now. In the past O&M India 
and O&M Pakistan have collaborated 
to make ads for Shan Foods (Ramzan 
Mubarak and Food opens the door 
to our hearts). This time around, 
the two agencies have collaborated 
to make an ad for EBM’s (a Pakistan 
based company) cupcake brand, Peek 
Freans Cake Up. One would also 
notice that the actors in this ad are all 
Indians. The digital ad was released 
on YouTube on February 16. The 
same ad is also being run as a TVC 
in Pakistan.

The ad film has been produced 
by Curious and directed by Vivek 
Kakkad.

The ad is centred on two characters 
— a working mom and her school-
going son. The mother teaches her 
son good values via small letters that 
she keeps in his tiffin box along with 
the cake. The son ends up leaving half 
the cake with a letter of his own to his 
mother indicating that he is following 
the values she has taught him. It 
ends with one value that stands out 
— ‘when you share a dessert with 
someone, it becomes even sweeter’. 
This puts a smile on the mother’s face 
as the ad ends with both the mother, 
at her clinic and son at his school, 
each eating a share of the cake.

Talking about the collaboration 
on this particular ad and how it came 
to be, Sukesh Nayak, chief creative 
officer, Ogilvy West (India), says, 
“Ayesha Janjua, the marketing head 
of EBM (promoter of Peek Freans 
Cake Up), was the marketing head 
of Shan Foods when we made two 
ads for them and when she moved 
here, she just wanted to continue the 
relationship.”

Adding how a good piece of 
content can become borderless and 
get shared, Nayak says, “Content 
has to be inspiring enough to reach 
people. The context of the storyline is 
just like something that comes across 
the world to us and we see it and say 

‘Wow!’ I presume a film like this will 
reach out to a whole lot of people 
because this story is true for anybody. 
The story is beautiful and inspiring. 
It is about humanity and about what 
we want to achieve in life as a parent 
and that’s the cultural truth they have 
gone after. The ad was circulated 
among mothers in Mumbai and it just 
shows that a good piece of content 
is borderless and it will go from one 
mother to the other and people will 
talk about it and share it.”

Sharing a little about the client’s 
brief to the agency, Nayak says, 

“They were launching something for 
the first time, a unique product and 
they wanted to be in the world of 
relationships because it is a product 
that is consumed. They wanted to 
find strategic insights and we came 
up with real goodness inside, which 
exactly describes the product and 
human emotions that we are trying 
to capture in the ad.”

In the past, ads focusing on family 
sentiments have been overdone. So, 
afaqs! Reporter asked the experts if 
it is a well-executed ad and could the 
branding have been done subtly?

Veneet Bagga, an ad film director, 

founder and creative head, Onions 
Creative Media, says, “Sure, it seems 
done to death, if you look at it 
as a formula, but I won’t discredit 
the sentiment itself. One emotion 
that drives every human is that of 
belonging somewhere and a film 
on family tugs at that very emotion 
and puts a smile on your face. So, 
yes, overall it’s a good film and well 
executed but predictable in bits and a 
tad overstretched. Having said that, 
credit must be given to the finer 
details that got through to me, like 
the casting, unobtrusive music and 

the lovable kids.”
He adds, “It’s pretty apparent 

through the script that they wanted 
the product placement to be subtle, 
but I feel it could have been subtler. 
Showing the product fewer times 
would have made it more impactful 
and made the ending stronger and 
more memorable. Seeing the product 
repeatedly, made it seem like a hard 
sell to me. Also, an important trope 
that got missed out or wasn’t paid 
enough attention to was the idea of 
portraying the product as the ‘extra 
perk’ and not the lunch itself. It 
seems like the child’s mother only 

gives him a ready-made packaged 
cupcake for lunch instead of healthy 
homemade food, which in turn 
reflects badly on the mother. What a 
lot of advertisers miss out on is that 
sometimes, less is more.”

Kailash Surendranath, ad 
filmmaker and founder of the film 
production company Kailash Picture 
Company, says, “I think this is a 
well-written and well-executed ad 
making it quite realistic, not overly 
tear-jerking which sets it apart from 
other ads based on family emotions. 
The situations and casting are real 
and so are the performances. These 
factors are just right for the market 
it’s meant for.”

He adds, “The story revolves 
around the product unabashedly 
which I thought makes it 
unpretentiously an ad which is again, 
a good thing for a change. Surely a 
viewer knows when he is watching an 
ad and being overly subtle about the 
product is not necessarily a measure 
of great creativity. If anything at all 
could be corrected in hindsight, 
it’s the length of the story and the 
number of scenes involving the note 
from the mother to her son. This 
makes the story predictable after 
a while. It could have been more 
impactful with a scene or two less.” n

suraj.ramnath@afaqs.com 
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Collective Effort
PEEK FREANS CAKE UP

Ogilvy India and  
Ogilvy Pakistan collaborate 
to make an ad for 
Pakistan’s cupcake 
brand. By Suraj Ramnath

The ad film has been produced by  
Curious and directed by Vivek Kakkad.
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Back in 2015, shaadi.com came 
up with ‘Dowry Calculator’, a 
prank highlighting the issue of 

dowry deaths by promising to reveal 
the market value of prospective 
grooms. Cut to 2018, Zee TV has 
addressed the business of marriage 
in its ‘#ChangeHerNot’ campaign 
for its recently released show, 
‘Kaleerein’, which deals with the 
topic of bride-grooming schools and 
has Arjit Taneja and Aditi Sharma in 
lead roles.

It all started when Zee TV 
created a make-believe website and 
convinced aviator, actor, producer 
and entrepreneur, Gul Panag 
to tweet against the same. This 
fictional website, MySoniKudi.com, 
projected itself as an Indian portal 
which provides custom-made brides. 
The website objectified women 
by compartmentalising them in 
multiple cringe-worthy types such 
as ‘Wonder Chef’, ‘Bachat Focused’, 
‘Agyakari’, ‘Gharelu’, and ‘Sansakari’, 
among other stereotypical tags which 
are associated with a ‘perfect’ Indian 
bride. Panag’s tweet resonated with 
the masses and shortly after, the 
‘#ChangeHerNot’ hashtag started 
trending on Twitter. 

Deepak Rajadhyaksha, deputy 
business head, Zee TV, says, “It 
started with the insight that in India, 
to be ‘marriageable’, a woman has 

to be a certain way. Some want a 
‘Gharelu’ bride, while others want 
a trophy-wife. For some, fair skin is 
non-negotiable, while others will only 
look at girls who will give up their 
careers after marriage. This is a harsh 
social reality and we wanted to nudge 
the audience to question these age-old 
shackles and drive home the point, 
albeit in a non-preachy manner.”

While Panag’s rant found support 
from the online community, 
3,422 prospective grooms actually 
registered on the website. “The idea 
was to mirror a harsh social reality. 
Despite real registrations on the 
website, the outrage against it was 
exponential and that was heartening,” 
adds Rajadhyaksha.

Reportedly, the ‘#ChangeHerNot’ 
campaign fetched four times the 
conversations that a regular campaign 
of the channel garners. Moreover, 

Panag ended up receiving multiple 
queries on what this “appalling 
website was all about” and people even 
reached out to the website developer 
in order to express their unhappiness.

Zee TV intended to create an 
outrageous, yet believable, website 
which would compel people to raise 
their voice. The dual challenge of 
maintaining a fine balance between 
authenticity and absurdity was crucial 
or else people would have called their 
bluff. Rajadhyaksha shares, “While 
we were conscious about building 
authenticity in terms of visuals for 
the website during the first leg of the 
campaign, our focus stayed firm on 
the conversations about objectifying 
brides that we were planning to build 

once the reality of the website was 
revealed. We worked closely with 
our digital agency, Big Trunk, to 
curate the website.” The website 
features models as prospective brides 
with their identities changed.

Two years back, McCann Paris 
conceptualised a similar campaign 
for the French charity, Mouvement 
du Nid. The agency created a fake 
escort website (Girls of Paradise) 
in order to highlight the dark side 
of commercial sex work. While the 
website appeared to be authentic, a 
majority of the girls listed on it were 
dead and their disturbing stories were 
narrated to prospective clients. Such 
was the impact of this campaign that 
it ended up influencing the French 
Parliament into passing a law that 
criminalises clients for prostitution.

However, the ‘#ChangeHerNot’ 
campaign is a marketing tactic to 

promote the show ‘Kaleerein’ and so 
one wonders about why the channel 
didn’t look to conventional avenues 
of communication? Rajadhyaksha 
explains, “In today’s day and age 
when the entire country is moving 
towards a more equality-based 
outlook, grooming schools for brides 
take our society one step behind. To 
bring to light the outrage behind the 
very existence of such establishments, 
it was important for us to create a 
hard-hitting and impactful campaign, 
beyond the traditional.”

But wasn’t this a rather tricky way 
of launching a show? “Our objective 
was to trigger the debate, so we came 

up with the website to serve as a strong 
trigger for conversations around the 
core subject of ‘Kaleerein’. There is a 
lot of thought that goes behind every 
campaign and with every campaign 
we have launched post ‘Aaj Likhenge 
Kal’, we try and incorporate elements 
of innovation that can serve as a 
platform for conversation. Be it the 
‘No License to Love’ campaign for 
‘Aap Ke Aa Jaane Se’ or curating 
customised merchandise for the 
‘Souled Store’ as a part of the brand 
extension for ‘Dance India Dance’, 
our constant endeavour has been to 
do something different and thought-
provoking,” states Rajadhyaksha.

The campaign’s touchpoints 
included individuals who are active 
on digital platforms, particularly men. 
Not to forget, it is widely perceived 
that a Hindi GEC’s TG is tier II 
and III city women who may not be 
very Twitter-friendly. Hence, how 
does this move of engaging an online 
community work when the core 
audience seems to have been left out?

Rajadhyaksha elucidates, “The 
website promotion was designed in 
such a manner that it tickled the men 
into signing up for it and compelled 
the women to recoil in shock. That’s 
also the reason why we chose (Gul) 
Panag to be the mouthpiece for this 
campaign. When a woman expresses 
outrage towards societal injustice, 
especially on social media, her voice 
cannot be quashed.”

Speaking about the gender 
demographics, Rajadhyaksha 
informs, “A show airing on a Hindi 
GEC doesn’t target only a female 
audience — there’s a mixed bag of 
viewers including men and youth 
who consume the show.” n

sankalp.dikshit@afaqs.com

Well-planned Strategy
ZEE TV

MySoniKudi.com evokes outrage, just like the team wanted. By Sankalp Dikshit   

“The website 
promotion was 

designed in such 
a manner that it 

tickled the men into 
signing up for it and 

compelled the women 
to recoil in shock.”

DEEPAK 
RAJADHYAKSHA

The website objectified women by categorising  
them in multiple cringe-worthy segments.

1 2 afaqs! Reporter, March 1-15, 2 0 1 8
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Have you seen the promos 
for ‘Swami Ramdev - Ek 
Sangharsh’, a teleplay that 

went on air on February 12 on 
Discovery JEET, recently launched 
GEC? A man wearing a white and 
orange robe breaks walls, takes on 
corporate czars and finally jumps out 
of a high-rise building shattering the 
glass facade - thus, replicating scenes 
that we would usually associate with 
a Mission Impossible movie.

Are you able to identify the 
scantily clad man in the trailer, 
playing the character of yoga guru 
Swami Ramdev? We got to know 
Kranti Prakash Jha, the actor who 
plays Baba Ramdev.

But he wasn’t the first choice for 
the role of Swami Ramdev.

Jha tells afaqs! Reporter, “In June 
2017, I went to audition for the role 
of Baba Ramdev. Unfortunately, I 
was rejected and someone else was 
chosen. Later on, that actor moved 
out of the show and the production 
house started the re-audition process. 
So, I went to audition once again.”

This time, Jha received a call from 
Reema Gupta, the casting director, 
on behalf of Watergate Productions 
(the production house which is 
co-producing the biopic series along 
with Ajay Devgn FFlims).

But before the camera started 
rolling, Jha, along with other crew 
members, went to the Patanjali Yog 
Peeth in Haridwar to meet Swami 
Ramdev and stayed for four days. 
“During my stay, I observed Swamiji 
closely and interacted with him 
for more than 7-8 hours a day to 
understand the person he is and test 
myself on how much yog I could 
do,” says Jha, adding, “He (Swamiji) 
was happy to learn that I can recite in 
Sanskrit and Hindi with ease.”

However, Baba Ramdev did 
conduct a litmus test. He wanted 
to know whether Jha was capable of 
performing yog asanas and whether 
he knew about his (Swamiji’s) life 
journey. Only when Jha passed the 
tests was Baba Ramdev convinced 
that he would be able to play the role.

While staying at the ashram, Jha 
also met Acharya Balkrishna (CEO of 
Baba Ramdev-run FMCG company 
- Patanjali) who also shared a lot of 
stories about Swamiji’s journey. Jha 
will debut as Baba Ramdev from 
episode 24 of the show.

Jha began his acting career by 

appearing in ads and music videos. 
But he got his first major break in a 
Bhojpuri film ‘Deswa’ followed by 
‘Once Upon a Time in Bihar’. Jha also 
played the lead in the award-winning 
Maithili film, ‘Mithila Makhaan’. 

Jha made his Bollywood debut 
with Sanjay Leela Bhansali’s 
blockbuster, ‘Goliyon Ki Raasleela 
Ram-Leela’ released in 2013; his 
character in the movie is called Veer. 
He then bagged a supporting role in 
‘M.S. Dhoni: The Untold Story, in 
which he played the role of the late 
Santosh Lal, Dhoni’s friend. ‘’

However, Jha never intended to 
pursue a career in acting. Born and 
brought up in Bihar, his early learning 
was in a Gurukul (traditional Indian 
schools). He earned his graduation 
from Hindu College, University of 
Delhi. Jha always wanted to become 
an IPS officer. “As far as pursuing a 
career in acting is concerned, mine 
is a tale of ‘Man Proposes, God 
Disposes’,” he says.

“I have an affinity towards the 
Khaki wardi (uniform). During my 
first year at Hindu College, I had 
written my name as Kranti Prakash 
Jha BHAPUSE (an acronym of 
Bhartiya Police Seva) because my 
father, the late Dr. Deochandra Jha 
(a Hindi laureate), always wanted me 
to become a bureaucrat. I studied for 
16 hours a day, but I could not crack 
the UPSC exam,” recalls Jha.

MUMBAI CALLING
Jha was depressed when he failed 

to clear the civil service exams. 
During that time many of his friends 
had migrated to Mumbai, some of 
whom were writers, directors or 
actors. So, his friends (who fondly 
call him KP) invited him to Mumbai, 
for a change. “After landing here, 
my heart said that this was my true 
calling. Thus, the journey began. 
Since then, like Swamiji says - keep 
moving forward in life - I continued 
my journey,” says Jha. 

Although Jha never attended an 
acting school, he did theatre while at 
Hindu College. He even won best 
male model at the university level. 
After arriving in Mumbai, he started 
doing plays with Shruti and Alok Ulfat, 
Swanand Kirkire and Manish Verma. 
He says, “While formal education is 
important, I feel that no drama school 
or institution teaches you better than 
what life does. Acting is only about 
action and reaction. You have to feel it 
from within. I have learnt everything 
from life and these people.”

Of late, people have started calling 
Jha a ‘Biopic Mafia’. “I played the role 
of Santosh Lal and now I am playing 
the character of Swami Ramdev. 
Soon I will be seen on another biopic 
based on Harendra Singh, coach of 
the Indian women’s hockey team, 
to be telecast on Discovery JEET,” 
informs Jha.

FEAR OF BEING TYPECAST
afaqs! Reporter asked Jha if he 

is afraid of playing the role of Baba 
Ramdev as there are chances that he 
may get typecast; he replies, “There’s 
always a chance of being typecast. 
But it’s just a perception and no one 
can predict the future. Times have 
changed from what it used to be 

during the Doordarshan days. I have 
done a bouquet of roles. Fortunately, 
after this show, there’s another 
biopic series coming up on the same 
channel, where my look is absolutely 
different from ‘Swami Ramdev - 
Ek Sangharsh’. Hence, I don’t fear 
anything because Kranti Prakash Jha 
is only playing the character of Baba 
Ramdev. Once the serial is over I will 
be the same again.”

Jha has always been a health freak 
and visits the gym regularly. A pair of 
denim jeans that he wore during his 
college days, still fits him. However, 
for an actor, it is always challenging 
to stand out and replicate the exact 
persona of an iconic yoga guru like 
Baba Ramdev. More so because Swami 
Ramdev has a fan following all over the 
globe and they are definitely going to 
watch the show. Hence, Jha leaves no 
stone unturned to get into the skin 
of the character. He wakes up every 
morning at 5.00 am and from 5.30-
6.30 am he practices yoga then gets 
ready and leaves for work. Even during 
breaks, before lunch or evening tea, he 
takes some time out to practice. 

Jha attended a workshop with the 
director of the show, Kushal Jhaveri, 
before the shooting began. He even 
watches video clips of Baba Ramdev 
whenever he gets time. “Currently, 
the biggest challenge for me is to 
learn all forms of yog, especially 
Nauli Kriya. It takes years of practice, 
however, I have very little time as the 
shoot continues for 10-15 hours a 
day,” says Jha.

And what about future plans? 
“Once the shooting for ‘Swami 
Ramdev - Ek Sangharsh’ is concluded, 
I will take a break and go to Devbhumi, 
Uttarakhand, to be with myself,” says 
Jha before signing off. n

sunit.roy@afaqs.com

Who’s that Guy?
KRANTI PRAKASH JHA

afaqs! Reporter profiles the actor who plays Baba Ramdev on TV. By Sunit Roy 
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Sample this — girl meets boy; 
they click, sing and frolic 
around a beautiful city of some 

first-world country. While the plot 
seems to be a straight lift from one 
of those done-to-death Bollywood 
movies, what if we tell you that 
the boy is actually a mobile phone 
and that the 13-minute-long video is 
actually an ad for a brand?

Oppo’s recent digital film for 
its ‘F5’ handset is a star-studded 
affair. Directed by ‘Aashiqui 2’ 
fame film-maker Mohit Suri, it 
features actors Sidharth Malhotra 
and Kriti Kharbanda in lead roles. 
While the Chinese handset marketer 
is no stranger to pumping money 
incessantly into ad campaigns, this 
one tops the lot. Apart from gloss, the 
film’s utilisation of a celebrity as the 
product itself, coupled with a lengthy 
runtime, is sure to turn heads. A look 
at what adland’s experts have to say...

SIDHARTH MALHOTRA = 
OPPO PHONE?

In today’s day and age having a 
celebrity on-board is no big deal, 
in fact, it is about out-shouting 
competition in the media buying game. 
So, the manner in which this film 
innovates and transforms Malhotra 
into the living-breathing version of 
the Oppo F5 smartphone seems to be 
an ultimate level of ‘mascotisation’. 
Priti Nair, director, Curry Nation, 
agrees and says, “I really can’t predict 
what it will do for the brand, but 
it’s a very unconventional and an 
interesting use of a celebrity and I 
really liked it! Also, I can’t remember 
a brand that has used a celebrity like 
this. It is usually endorsements only.”

K.V. Sridhar, founder and 
chief creative officer, Hyper 
Collective Creative Technologies, 

though impressed with Malhotra’s 
personification as a mobile-phone, 
finds it to be nothing new. He 
states, “Brands have used people as 
a metaphor in the past and that’s no 
big deal. Look at Onida, it is built on 
that. After all, who is the TV in the 
‘NV’ ads?”

Ashok Lalla, digital business 
advisor, is unmoved by the creative 
treatment of the ad. “The film seemed 
to be a mix of a music video and a 
metro-millennial film, with a couple 
of clichés around ‘inner beauty’ and 
‘destiny, not dream’ thrown in. More 
than a brand film, it could well have 
been an trailer for another hackneyed 
Bollywood movie,” he opines.

13-MINUTE-PLUS RUNTIME 
- A DEAL-BREAKER?

In times when YouTube pre-
roll videos are ruling the roost and 
dwindling consumer attention is 
giving advertisers sleepless nights; 
does this video stand the test of 
time? Sridhar notes, “Length has 
absolutely nothing to do with the 
video’s success. But the moment a 
brand enters, your video statistics 
will dip. The video is painfully long 
because you know the end.”

The video has garnered over 17 
million views on YouTube in a short 
span. “It’s not the number of people 
who clicked and started watching, it’s 
the number of people who watched 
till the end which matters,” Sridhar 
chuckles and adds, “Apart from you, 
me and the client, I don’t think 
anyone would have watched it till 
the end!”

Sridhar’s comments resonate 
with Lalla, who notes, “I would 
not have watched it beyond two 
minutes if I wasn’t reviewing it. 
While it apparently has garnered 17 
million views, an interesting way to 
evaluate its impact will be to look 
at the number of views over 60 
seconds, 2 minutes and 3 minutes. 
The product’s first introduction in 
the film only happened at 2:20 and I 
think that a vast majority of viewers 
would have dropped off by that time. 
So much effort and production cost 
wasted on a 13-minute-long film!”

So then what is the ideal runtime? 
Nair, however, is not quite sure, 
“The long/short version is something 
I have not been able to put my 
finger on yet. Today we are doing 
30-second master-films with edits 
and 60-second film for digital. So 
it is as ironic as that! However, 
everyone is watching long format on 

WhatsApp/YouTube and everyone 
views it till the end. Despite being 
long, they get forwarded as well.”

WASTED OPPORTUNITY?
“I think more than the merits or 

otherwise, of this specific creative 
storyline, what needs a discourse 
is the content strategy,” informs 
Ashish Khazanchi, managing partner, 
Enormous, when questioned about 
the returns which the brand could 
yield from the video. He adds, 
“We’ll actually see more such (over 
10-minute-long) mini-featurettes 
evolving in the coming days.”

However, Khazanchi believes 
that the nature of the content will 
certainly improve. “I think content 
strategy wise, this piece is on point. 
I’d like to see specialist feature 
writers getting into crafting these 
mini-featurettes, like we saw with 
Ahilya and Royal Stag. There are 
enough number of younger folks 
consuming such content on their 
commutes and if the story emanates 
from the brand’s DNA, there’s no 
reason why these wouldn’t push the 
brand agenda forward,” he explains.

Lalla however, is unsure about 
what the brand is trying to achieve 
through this film. He says, “It does 
nothing for me. Would I consider an 
Oppo or recommend it to someone 
after having watched the film? No!”

Could a better video be 
conceptualised, given that it is an 
expensive one? “The funds could 
well have been used differently and 
yet delivered real results beyond the 
vanity metrics of 17 million views 
and the feel-good factor of having 
produced a super long ad,” shares 
Lalla. Moreover, Sridhar labels the 
video as a “wasted opportunity”. n

sankalp.dikshit@afaqs.com
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Ultimate ‘Mascotisation’
OPPO

The mobile phone brand’s latest ad is a mini-movie directed by Mohit Suri. By Sankalp Dikshit 

Ashok Lalla can’t 
see the point of a 
13-minute-long 
film and thinks 
most viewers 
would have 

dropped out after 
two-three minutes.  
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W   hen Karan Bajaj 
joined Discovery in 
November 2016, 
many assumed 
this proverbial 

outsider would make the network more 
Western than it already was, what with 
his experience in the United States for 
over 15 years, during which time he 
worked for companies like P&G, BCG, 
Kraft and  Mondelez. On the contrary, 
Bajaj, senior vice president and general 
manager, Discovery Communications 
India, has been responsible for indianising 
the Discovery Network.

First, he led Discovery’s foray into the 
sports space with the launch of DSport 
last February. With the recent launch of 
general entertainment channel Discovery 
JEET, with markedly Indian shows in 
its lineup, the network, known for shows 

like ‘Man Vs Wild’ and ‘Bear Grylls’ is 
making headlines today for a biopic on 
Indian yogi turned corporate tycoon Baba 
Ramdev. Come April and Discovery Kids 
will launch a new show, ‘Little Singham’, 
an adaptation of the 2011 Bollywood film 
Singham.

Mandated with achieving scale through 
purpose-driven programming, Bajaj has taken 
the expansion route to meet this end. Though 
traditionally a market leader in the factual 
entertainment space, Discovery only has about 
one per cent of the total TV viewership share, 
a statistic Bajaj is keen to change. Discovery in 
India generates revenue of about $80 million. 
Bajaj’s target: to take that figure to $250 
million in the next five years.

Bajaj has authored four life-inspired 
fiction books so far, ‘The Yoga of Max’s 
Discontent’, ‘Johnny Gone Down’, ‘The 
Seeker’, and ‘Keep off the Grass’. 

Edited Excerpts:

What was your first impression 
when you began your stint with 
Discovery in India? How does 
one go about scaling a niche 
product like Discovery?

I give credit to the people who 
ran the brand before me; it’s a 
great brand. Doordarshan shared 
the findings of their research 
(commissioned by DD, conducted 
across all FreeDish households) with 
me few months after I joined; it said 
- the one brand that people from 
FreeDish households, that don’t have 
access to cable, ask for, is Discovery... 
the other is Animal Planet. Most of 
them sample these channels at their 
workplace and then go back home 
and search for them.

Discovery as a network is unique 
in that it is different in different 
markets – in the US, Discovery has 
no presence in the sports genre but 
in Europe the biggest Discovery asset 

is sports (Olympics). So the network 
gives you the freedom to scale based 
on the need of a particular market.        

Right, so what made you 
confident a GEC - of which kind 
there’s no dearth here - can help 
you scale in India? How does 
one innovate in a space where 
content is already abundant?

I do not look at JEET as our entry 
to the general entertainment channel 
space... we’re trying to create a new 
category in India. I never thought I 
was launching the 8th or 10th channel 
in the genre. Had I looked at it like 
that, I’d have done a competitive 
analysis and planned on the basis of 
what competition is doing.

I looked at it like this – the formats 
that aggregate scale on TV are daily 
appointment viewing, stories that 
have very long arcs... basically all top 
shows are long-running shows with 
200 to 2,000 episodes each. They are 
dailies in nature and have characters 

“We want scale with 
meaning”: Karan Bajaj

Bajaj is leading Discovery’s journey of  
indianisation and going online.  
By Anirban Roy Choudhury
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and conflicts that are dynamic. Now 
Discovery as a network did not have 
all of that in its portfolio. And that’s 
what we need in order to aggregate 
scale on TV.

We identified a gap – fact-inspired, 
purpose-driven entertainment 
content. That’s the kind of content 
we decided to add value on TV with, 
in a space where already there’s so 
much noise.

So now that you’re no longer a 
niche network, are you ready to 
compete with Viacom18, Sony or 
Star? Or are the parameters of 
comparison still different?

Every network should have an 
ethos, and the ‘Discovery ethos’ is 
to add meaning and purpose to TV. 
That’s what JEET is for... not to go 
out and compete with other channels 
or networks. If we just wanted scale, 
we would have acquired a network. 
But it’s more than just wanting 
scale... we want scale with meaning.

If attaining that 200 GRP — or 
whatever that ‘good GEC number’ 
is — dilutes our ethos, we will not 
do that.

What’s the purpose of Dsport, 
then? And where does it fall on 
your priority list?

On our priority list, we have 
JEET at No.1, then digital, then 
kids, and after that we will get into 
scaling up sports. I’m going to keep 
it this way.

DSport was meant to serve the 
‘super fans’. For example, there are 
golf fans who were under-served, 
horse riding was not served... DSport 
is meant to cater to them.

Does that mean you won’t take 
the mainstream route to fight the 
sports battle? You won’t fight for 
cricket rights, then?

India is a one-sport country 
and currently there are two players 
fighting for the rights. We are not 
going to be the third player to join 
the fight and inflate the already over-
inflated value of this property... no, 
we are not playing that game.

You mentioned digital. Tell us 
about your plans on this front...

There are two ways to play the 
digital game: there’s the broadcaster 
way — take all the content and put 
it up on a technology platform; and 
then there’s our strategy — go after 
passionate communities like military, 
food, travel, auto/outdoor and create 
strong digital products for them.

When we go to advertisers, we 
tell them that consumers today are 
on multiple screens; we have strong 
products on TV and on digital, and 
we offer them exposure everywhere.  

There is no separate team selling 
digital versus linear. It’s one team that 
goes out and sells it all as a package. 
We upload around two videos a day 
on our online military channel ‘Veer’. 
The idea is to expand our audience 
base… we believe pricing will follow.

We go to an advertiser and tell 
them that it’s not just about the 
20 million they can reach through 
Discovery; instead, we have the same 
passion spread across 20 million 
on TV plus 40 million on digital. 
So advertisers can reach out to 60 
million people. For that, there is a 
price. We are not selling impressions, 
clicks, views and TV spots separately.

But why can’t digital be sold 
separately?

Digital can be sold separately, but 
from an advertiser’s perspective it’s 
not logical. Brands care about the 
kind of consumers you have, not the 
platform. Say, there’s a brand that’s 
interested in associating with military 
content, a linear team will go buy 
spots on the military broadcast on 
Discovery channel, and then a digital 

team will buy impressions on our 
military content online… that’s not a 
logical way to monetise.

Why didn’t you sell Discovery 
JEET in the same manner, given 
your content deal that allows 
Netflix to distribute your shows 
for a fee?

Because there is nothing called 
‘a passionate GEC community’… 
this is a community of people who 
watch entertainment content, and I 
want them to watch it either on TV 
or on an aggregator platform. For 
example, one of the most profitable 
digital brands in the United States is 
a ‘college wrestling brand’; there is a 
niche community that loves college 
wrestling and pays to access this 
content. If you are passionate about 
e-sports you would go to a Twitch, 
but to watch Game of Thrones will 
you go to an HBO NOW, which 
is a very good brand? The answer 
is no. You would search for it on 
aggregators such as Netflix, Amazon 
and Hotstar… and that is why we 
decided to go ahead with the Netflix 
deal. It’s the first time Netflix has 
a made a deal like this. Around the 
world, they usually cherry-pick 
content but with us they made a 
bulk deal because they believe in 
what we do.

There will be a TV-to-Netflix 

time lag, though. How so?
Yes, it will be delayed. Firstly, 

because it needs to fit Netflix’s 
objective of binge watching. So we 
need to first have at least 25 episodes 
up. Secondly, a delay eliminates the 
chances of conflict for our advertisers.

You have decided to take a couple 
of your shows (Gabru – Hip Hop 
Ke Shehzaade and Man Vs Wild 
with Sunny Leone) off air for the 
time being. Why?

To be very honest, we did not 
expect the unprecedented response 
we are getting for ‘Ramdev’ and 
‘Saragarhi’, and that is making it 
very hard for us to get a ‘Gabru’ 
right. Eight o’clock is a good slot and 
‘Gabru’ was at eight, but it needs to 
be given the attention it deserves, 
with repeats throughout the day and 
all... we are not able to do that at 
this stage because of the prominence 
‘Ramdev’ and ‘Saragarhi’ are getting. 
So we are letting these two shows 
and the wave around them settle 
down… then we’ll bring ‘Gabru’ 
back and give it the attention it needs 
and the marketing it deserves.

But one can also assume you are 
running short of content…

Right now we are commissioning 
shows for January 2019. We just 
green lit a show which will air in 
February 2019. Also remember our 
up-linking is done from Singapore, 
so we need to be a month ahead of 
time always which is a great thing for 
us because that helps us plan better.

No, we do not have any shortage 
of content. Anything we launch, 
we launch with a bank of 25 ready 
episodes. For ‘Gabru’ I think we have 
all 40 episodes ready.

With the kind of investments 
you are making, by when do you 
expect to break even?

Our spending is very measured. 
We are not chasing big celebrities 
or blockbuster feature films. We are 
spending on content quality and if 
we manage to get the GRPs we are 
aiming for, the financial numbers 
will be great, because I believe brands 
would prefer JEET content to that on 
any other GEC prime-time shows. 
About breaking even all I can say is 
— we have a very tight plan.  

What is Discovery’s biggest 
challenge in India today?

The biggest challenge is to scale 
with purpose. It’s easy to just scale, 
it’s easy to just aim for purpose. 
It’s the marriage of the two that’s 
challenging. Our purpose is in place – 
that investment has been made. Now, 
we need to work on achieving scale. n

anirban.choudhury@afaqs.com

“On 
our priority 

list, we have JEET 
at No.1, then digital, 
then kids, and after 

that we will get 
into scaling up 

sports.”
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The Priya Varrier Phenomenon: 
What’s in it for brands?

How best can marketers leverage this sort of here-today-gone-tomorrow digital fame? By Ashwini Gangal 
and Suraj Ramnath

A BRAND CAN’T CASH  
IN (FOR A LONG PERIOD) 
BECAUSE THE  
POPULARITY IS VERY 
short lived. Yes, they can 
have images to cash in on 
immediately on a social media 
platform, but you can’t build a 
brand on something which has 
got instantaneous engagement. 
It is going to be short-lived 
and not a long-term strategy. 
The brand needs to spot an 
opportunity, figure out the 
relevance and take it to the 
relevant medium, but you can’t 
have a long-term strategy on 
the basis of something that is 
short-lived. It depends on how 
creatively the brand figures out 
the proposition at that point in 
time. It depends on multiple  
factors such as TG,  
mediums and how the  
brand can come up with a 
good digital strategy at  
that moment. 

I BELIEVE CELEBRITY 
ENDORSEMENTS WORK 
WELL FOR A BRAND ONLY 
WHEN THERE IS STRONG  
and sustained synergy 
between their core equities. 
I strongly doubt powerful 
brands can be built by  
associating erratically with 
these ‘flavours of the season’. 
Yes, one can have a strategy 
of finding a sustained 
linkage with whoever is hot 
for that particular month 
or week. But to imagine 
a one-off association with 
someone who has just hit 
the ‘Viral circuit’ may help in 
enhancing a brand’s equity 
or salience but is seriously 
undermining your  
ability at building  
brands.

CHANDRAMOHAN MEHRA, 
chief marketing officer,  

Bajaj Allianz Life Insurance

SUMEET NARANG, 
vice president - marketing,  

Bajaj Auto

THE DIGITAL MEDIUM 
HAS GIVEN RISE TO 
‘FLASHSTARS’ — THEY 
DAZZLE IN AND FADE 
OUT... SUPER-FAST. 
‘Alex from Target’ was the rage 
of the week some time ago but 
blew into oblivion soon after. 
We have to wait for the ‘winking 
Priya’ to stand the test after her 
one-day-wonder following. While 
the imagery and following of 
traditional celebs, be it cricketers 
or movie stars, is built over time 
(movies or matches), thereby 
becoming the face of brands, 
FlashStars, given the nature of 
the medium, fast-forward the 
wave; super-fast and super-fade. 
The terms of engagement in the 
digital medium demand brands to 
closely follow such instant attrac-
tions and build on them; best if 
its kept relevant or as a topical 
catch.

VIREN RAZDAN,  
managing director,  

Brand-nomics, a brand consultancy

‘VIRAL STARS’ ARE AN 
IMPORTANT PART OF 
THE CURRENT SOCIAL 
FABRIC IN INDIA.  
With an average urban Indian 
spending over five per cent of their 
day on social media channels and 
consuming content, these celebs 
can help a brand stay contextual 
and contemporary if their TG is 
online and consuming the content 
from these celebs. An ideal way for 
a brand or agency to analyse them 
is to find out their TG overlap with 
the set of folks who are consum-
ing content from these viral stars. 
It’s important to stay relevant and 
contemporary with digital celebs. 
As a brand, you need to ride the 
wave when their popularity is at a 
high vs later, when they are out of 
sight. One thing to scan for is that 
these stars should not have a con-
troversial social media profile and 
if you believe doing a short-term 
engagement will get you eyeballs 
with your TG, go for it! 

MANISH KALRA,   
chief business officer,  

Craftsvilla.com
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Jury Chairpersons Announced
ABBY 2018

After announcing Master Jury for Creative category, Jury Chairs have been 
announced for Media, Broadcaster, Publisher, Branded Content & 
Entertainment, Specialist and Craft Categories. By News Bureau 

Wavemaker, GroupM’s media, con-
tent and technology agency, has 
partnered with creative pow-

erhouse Ogilvy, to create a first-of-its-kind 
‘Effectiveness Lab’ in India. The collabora-
tion, between the two WPP agencies, will 
develop data-validated points of view on creat-
ing effective communication across consumer 
interaction platforms. 

Branded content is the first space the 
‘Effectiveness Lab’ will explore, probing 
how consumers respond to different content 
strategies, creative approaches and formats.   

Speaking about the new venture, CVL 
Srinivas, country manager, WPP India and 
CEO, GroupM South Asia, says, “At WPP, 
our focus is to provide horizontality across 
our agencies and create a seamless structure 
to provide effective solutions. While we have 
a wide range of services on offer, the focus of 
our agencies is on creating efficient solutions 
to help our brand partners strengthen their 
engagement with the audience. Launching the 
‘Effectiveness Lab’ as a combined initiative by 
Wavemaker and Ogilvy is a great example of 
this.”

Kartik Sharma, managing director, South 
Asia – Wavemaker, adds “...By being able 
to better understand how content moves 
consumers to action along their purchase 
journeys, we’ll be able to help our clients to 
make informed decisions on how and when 
to create engaging content and therefore 
drive growth for them across their consumer 
journeys.” 

“The ‘Effectiveness Lab’ will bring the best 
minds at Ogilvy and Wavemaker together to 
throw light on creative effectiveness across new 
age platforms. With digital communication 
across multiple platforms becoming core to 
any integrated campaign strategy, the industry 
needs new thinking on effectiveness. Ogilvy 
has always stood for Great Work That Works. 
The more informed we are, the better we will 
get at delivering creative effectiveness,” says 
Kunal Jeswani, CEO, Ogilvy India. n

feedback@afaqs.com

‘Effectiveness 
Lab’ launched 

Now Support for Regional Advertising

WAVEMAKER & OGILVY

GOOGLE

Branded content will be 
Effectiveness Lab’s first area 
of study. By News Bureau

Google has now scaled support for Indian language advertising to 
cover Hindi, Bengali and Tamil. By News Bureau

Google India has 
announced the launch 
of Tamil language sup-

port for its advertising products 
— Google AdWords and Google 
AdSense to support Tamil lan-
guage web publishers and also 
help advertisers reach out to the large base of inter-
net users in Tamil. With this launch, Google has 
now scaled support for Indian language advertising 
to cover Hindi, Bengali and Tamil.

Shalini Girish, director, marketing solutions, 
Google India, says, “Majority of India’s internet 
users are not fluent in English, and we have been 
very focussed on enabling Indian language support 
across our key products to make the internet 

more useful for everyone. With 
the launch of Tamil support in 
our advertising products, today 
we are enabling both the content 
creators and advertisers to 
connect with the Indian language 
users in their languages. We saw 

a huge acceleration in Hindi content creation, 
when we launched support for Hindi languages, 
and we hope that the addition of new languages 
such as Bengali (launched late last year) and 
now Tamil will provide the necessary boost to 
content creation in local languages and grow digital 
advertising in Indian languages.”

According to the press note received from 
team Google, advertisers will now be able to 

After announcing the 
Master Jury for the 
Creative Category, 

Goafest Creative Abbys has 
recently announced the Jury 
Chairpersons for Media, 
Broadcaster, Publisher, 
Branded Content & 
Entertainment, Specialist and Craft Categories.

Ajay Kakar, chairman of the Awards Governing 
Council, says, “The guiding principle of Abbys 
2018 is that an award is as good as the jury  
that judges it. Having identified and announced 
the Master Jury for the Creative Abbys, we  
have extended the ‘Jury of Masters’ principle  
to all the other categories of Abbys 2018.  
We are delighted to announce the Jury Chairs of  
the Media, Broadcaster, Publisher, Branded 

Content & Entertainment, 
Specialist and Craft Categories. 
Each of them is a celebrated 
and iconic veteran of their 
craft. And the Jury members 
of each of these categories 
will also be celebrated names. 
Watch this space.”

All work released for the first time, between 
February 1, 2017 and February 15, 2018 will  
be eligible to enter the awards show. The last  
date to receive entries was February 26, 2018. 
Presented by the Advertising Club and AAAI the 
Goafest 2018 will see the entire advertising and 
marketing fraternity come together in Goa from 
April 5-7 2018 at The Grand Hyatt, Bambolim, 
North Goa. n

feedback@afaqs.com

Media  Sam Balsara, Chairman, Madison World
Public Relations Madan Bahal, Managing Director, Adfactors PR
Direct  Raj Nair, CEO and Chief Creative Officer, Madison BMB
Design & Still Craft Viral Pandya, Co-Founder, Chief Creative Officer, Out of the Box
Radio Craft Ramanuj Shastry, Co-Founder & Director, Infectious 
Broadcaster Rohit Gupta, President, Network Sales And  
  International Business, Sony Pictures Networks, India
Publisher Pradeep Dwivedi, CEO, Sakal Media Group
Branded Content & Entertainment Tarun Katial, CEO, BIG FM 
Digital & Mobile and Digital Craft Sidharth Rao, CEO & Co-Founder, Webchutney
Video Craft Vinil Mathew, Director, Breathless Films

JURY  CHAIR “ABBY AWARDS 2018”

develop rich and seamless campaigns to target 
their audience through Tamil-language search and 
display ads. In addition to that, content creators 
who have websites and blogs in Tamil will be able 
to sign up for Google Adsense and run ads on 
their content and attract advertisers from across 
the globe. n

feedback@afaqs.com
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When last we checked, 
Oxemberg’s ads featured 
white models in 

international locations, sashaying 
in vibrant, stylist clothes (this ad 
is a staple at the movies). Cut to 
the apparel brand’s latest campaign: 
muted monologues of people talking 
about the social causes they’ve 
decided to support with no mention 
of the brand until the very end. 
These ads are online.

What made Oxemberg change 
lanes? Or is it a matter of building 
a different identity on each media 
platform? afaqs! Reporter explores.

The latest digital campaign is 
titled ‘Make Your Move’. The films 
have been created and executed by 
Kashyap Swaroop, CEO, and Harsh 
Desai, CCO, of Lowfundwala 
Communications, a production 
house. The stories narrated in the 
films are real (non-fiction) as are the 
narrators (they’re not actors).

The first film ‘Water Baby’ is about 
Afroz Shah, a lawyer who followed 
his heart, by ‘making his move’ 
(campaign title) towards bettering 
society by initiating a clean-up drive 
across Mumbai’s shoreline. The effort 
earned him the title of ‘Champion of 
the Earth’ by the United Nations.

The second film, ‘The Joy of 
Giving’, is about Manish Vyas, a 
25-year-old who left his full-time 
job to help students at the Sikkim 
Himalayan Academy realise their 
true potential. And the third film 
‘The Journey Within’ is the story of 
Jubin Mehta, an author who moved 
from the big city to the mountains to 
achieve the one thing that mattered 
to him, peace.

About this new concept-heavy 
effort, Animesh Singh, marketing 
manager, Oxemberg, tells afaqs! 
Reporter, “We are majorly focusing on 
the youth of India - the ‘millennials’. 
The best way to connect with them is 
through purpose-led marketing. The 
young generation wants to stand for 
a cause and have its own opinion.”

Therefore, the marketing team 
of Oxemberg decided to celebrate 
youngsters who are giving humanity 
another chance. “These (the 
protagonists of the films) are the 
people who have shown the world 
that a single individual’s effort can 
give rise to a collective revolution,” 
Singh says. He continues, “They have 
mobilised common folk to support 
the environment... they have ‘Made 

their Move’. Oxemberg salutes these 
real-life heroes.”

The subject selection was based 
on days of observation, research and 
discussions with change-makers, we 
learn. “When Vinayak Singh Vyas, 
our chief writer and I came across 
the previous ‘Make Your Move’ 
campaigns, we felt this is a great 
opportunity to create human stories 
about path-breaking life choices, 
whilst keeping the philosophy of the 
brand intact,” says Desai.

The team, led by Swaroop - who 
is also the director of the films - spent 
over two months with Afroz, cleaning 
Versova beach, to get under his skin 
and learn his journey. The biggest 
hurdle the creative team faced was 
convincing the brand to take this risk 
and make a series of documentary-

like films, a first for Oxemberg.
Swaroop says, “We spent countless 

hours with the client - we spent a lot 
of time defining and understanding 
what Oxemberg stands for, how it 
needs to be positioned and what 
the objective of the series is. One 
thing the client was very particular 
about was brand-related hygiene, 
which, I confess, is slightly difficult 
to focus on during shoots in remote 
locations. But we made it a point not 
to compromise on things such as the 
finishing of the clothing, bringing 
out the right colours and hues and 
making the brand shine in whatever 
limited scope there was.”

About the brand’s media mix  
and the role of digital therein, Singh 
says, “There are millions of active 
users in India and our TG is in sync 
with the platform. Our focus is on 
Facebook,” adding, “We are very active 
on other platforms as well and are not 
restricting ourselves to one platform. 
We spend strategically, keeping in 
mind our objective and the platform 
that can best serve our purpose.”

A RIGHT MOVE?
What will this shift do for the 

brand? Should the branding element 

have been stronger in this campaign? 
Over to the experts:

Suvajyoti Ghosh, managing 
director and chief creative officer, 
Brandmovers India, surmises that 
these documentary-style stories 
are an attempt to engage with the 
digital audience. “I hope they make 
the ‘Make Your Move’ proposition 
sharper so that more people can 
relate to the brand’s messaging and 
understand their stance. Also, it will 
be interesting to see the brand involve 
their audience to take real actions over 
and above ‘liking’ and sharing the 

content. I saw opportunities for that 
in all three films... the community can 
be involved.”

Independent advertising and 
marketing consultant Vibha Desai 
says, “I am glad Oxemberg chose 
to run these films as compared to 
the usual ‘foreign male-model in a 
glamorous setting with an attractive 
model on his arm’ ad with no message 
besides good looking people wearing 
your brand... Here, the branding 
is just a quick tagline in the end; 
with these commercials, this is the 
only way it could have been. I think 
these stories will add a deeper, more 
nuanced element to the brand mix. I 
think it’s a great idea.”

To Anu Joseph, chief creative 
officer, Creativeland Asia, “A brand 
without a purpose is a mere product. 
The films are nicely done,” he says, 
“But what I would’ve loved to see is 
stronger brand integration; in these 
times of fleeting attention spans and 
six-second videos, how you integrate 
your brand into the long-format story 
is critical. No matter the purpose of 
your brand, the purpose of putting 
these content pieces out there is 
business.” n

sunit.roy@afaqs.com

Changing Lanes
OXEMBERG

The brand has opted a new advertising tack and released a bunch of films about social causes. By Sunit Roy 

“We are majorly 
focusing on the 

youth of India - the 
‘millennials’.  

The best way to 
connect with them  
is through purpose-

led marketing.” 
ANIMESH SINGH
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New campaigns across television, print, out-of-home and digital media.

Got some great campaign that has been published recently? Upload it on afaqs! for the world to see.
Visit: www.afaqs.com/advertising/creative_showcase
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CADBURY 
Cadbury has released a new video for its 
chocolate brand, ‘Dairy Milk Silk’. The ad 
goes with the tag-line: ‘ This Valentine’s Day, 
#PopYourHeartOut and Say it with Silk.’
Creative Agency: Ogilvy and Mather 

GODREJ 
Godrej has come up with a new digital 
video to celebrate its new global 
headquarters, Godrej One. The film titled, 
‘#WhereWeWork’ features company’s 
employees instead of actors.

DIAMOND PRODUCERS 
ASSOCIATION (DPA)
DPA’s new ad film, which is the second in 
the ‘Real is Rare. Real is a Diamond’ series 
in India, is titled, ‘Sneaking Out’. 
Creative Agency: BBH India

TINDER
Tinder’s peppy new digital ad features 
musician and actor Kavya Trehan who dances 
around town to a Hindi track - ‘Jaan Pehchan 
Ho,’ originally sung by Mohammad Rafi.
Creative Agency:  BBH India

PEEK FREANS
Ogilvy India and Ogilvy Pakistan have 
collaborated to create an ad for EBM’s 
cupcake brand, Peek Freans Cake Up.  
Creative Agency: Ogilvy India and  
Ogilvy Pakistan

BAJAJ 
Bajaj’s ad for its brand ‘Platina’ goes with 
the tag line, ‘Jhatka mana hai’. The ad 
communicates Bajaj Platina’s feature of 
providing comfortable rides. 
Creative Agency:  Ogilvy and Mather 

FRIENDS
Adult diaper brand Friends has come 
up with a four-minute-long video which 
features film and television actor  
Alok Nath.
Creative Agency: ThoughtPot Studios

SUZUKI 
Suzuki Access 125 has released three new 
ad films as part of its latest camapign. The 
ads go with the tagline, ‘Kam Peeta Hai’
Creative Agency: Happy 
mcgarrybowen

OXEMBERG
The brand’s latest campaign has muted 
monologues of people talking about the 
social causes they’ve decided to support. 
Creative Agency: Lowfundwala 
Communications

LAYS
Lays has come up with a new ad film 
for its ‘American style cream and onion’ 
flavour. The ad goes with the hashtag, 
‘#RealFlavoursOfLife’
Creative Agency: J. Walter Thompson

WAGH BAKRI 
The new ad from the tea brand features 
actress Sakshi Tanwar wherein she plays 
a ‘local shop owner’ who has a Haryanvi 
accent.  
Creative Agency: DDB Mudra Group

VIDEOS

ZOMATO
Zomato has come 
up with a new 
print ad which 
takes a humorous 
stance on the 
Punjab National 
Bank controversy. The witty ad mentions the brand’s 
tagline ‘the only food app you’ll ever need’.

DUREX
Condom brand Durex 
has released a print 
ad on the occasion of 
Valentine’s Day. The 
ad which portrays a 
rose inside a mixer 
is titled, ‘Roses are 
Red’, Durex is Blue, 
Cut the Clichés, She 
Just Wants You.’

SBI
State Bank of India 
(SBI) Yono’s new 
print ad makes a case 
against multiple apps 
on a person’s phone. 
The ad goes with the 
title, ‘Jitne Apps, Utne 
Jhanjhat’
 

PRINT

Rag rag mein
Daude city

be heard

THE MOST AUDACIOUS AD OF THE MONTH

FACEBOOK
Facebook has launched its first ad campaign,     
titled ‘Live What You Love’, for the Indian 
market that includes both print and digital ads.  
Creative Agency: Wieden+Kennedy
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A round up of some major people 

movements in the last fortnight> >         MOVEMENTS/APPOINTMENTS< <

Mindshare
Mindshare, a part of GroupM, has announced 
organisational restructuring. According to the 
press release shared by the company, Amin 
Lakhani has been elevated to the role of 
president, client leadership, Mindshare India. 
In his new role, Lakhani will be responsible for 
strengthening client relationships and driving 
client growth in a cross-media market. He will 
manage core client capabilities across all offices 
in the country. 

Anita Kotwani has been promoted to senior 
vice president, new business and will be 
responsible for new business development across 
the market. In addition to this, she will also drive 
horizontality and work closely with the larger 

marketing ecosystem.
As Lakhani transitions into his new role, 

Premjeet Sodhi will join Mindshare South Asia 
as senior vice president, Mindshare Fulcrum, 
South Asia and will lead Team Fulcrum across 
the region. Currently, Sodhi is working as chief 
operating officer at Initiative/BPN, part of the 
IPG group, where he handles strategy and new 
business development for the company. 

BIG FM 
BIG FM has elevated Manish Karnatak as head 
of Thwink, a content incubator and studio. In 
addition to his current role as national creative 
director, he will lead the marquee content studio 
that works towards enabling strategic innovations 

and efficient creation of quality content for radio 
and clients. In his new role, Karnatak will focus 
on constructing clutter-breaking content across 
radio and digital platforms for both audio and 
video formats.

Starcom India
Mallikarjun Das, group CEO, Starcom India, has 
decided to move on from the organisation. The 
agency will be making an announcement shortly 
on new leadership for Starcom India. In a career 
spanning 20 years, Das has donned several hats. 
Prior to Starcom, he was chief operating officer, 
Madison Media Infinity. In a previous stint, 
Das has been a simulations modeler with Tata 
Interactive Systems.

Google
Former Yum Brands and GlaxoSmithKline hand 
Vandana Chamaria has joined Google as head 
of marketing-large customers. She joins Google 
from Hero MotoCorp where she was working 
as general manager — marketing. Chamaria  
has over 15 years of experience in the  
industry; she started her career in 2003  
as brand manager with Ranbaxy and then 
moved to Dumex in 2005. In 2006 she  
joined GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) and handled 
various responsibilities, in 2012 she moved on 
to Yum Brands as marketing director - Taco 
Bell India. 

P&G India
Procter & Gamble (P&G) India has appointed 
Madhusudan Gopalan as its new managing 
director (MD) and chief executive officer 
(CEO). He will take over from April 1, 2018. 
Gopalan is currently leading the P&G business 
in Indonesia where he has led strong sales 
growth, share turn around, strong value creation 
and cash productivity. He has more than 18 
years of experience in the FMCG industry with 
P&G, in India, the US and ASEAN markets, 
across a wide range of categories and channels.

Pidilite
Shantanu Bhanja, former chief executive 
officer (CEO), HT Digital Streams 
has joined Pidilite Industries as CEO - 
Consumer Products Division. Bhanja joined 
HT Media as vice president marketing in  
2007, and was elevated to the role of business 
head in 2012. In 2015 he was promoted to 
CEO - HT Digital Streams. Before joining HT 
Media, Bhanja worked with Reckitt Benckiser 
(RB) for more than eight years. 

Turner 
Turner has appointed David Liu as senior 
finance director for the Asia Pacific region. 
Liu is based in the media company’s regional 
headquarters in Hong Kong. He is responsible 
for co-ordinating all finance related tasks  

across Asia Pacific and leads the region’s central 
team. His role is instrumental in shaping a 
unified reporting structure, while continuing 
to upgrade forecasting and budgeting processes.

FreakOut Holdings 
Narayan Murthy Ivaturi has joined FreakOut 
Holdings as vice president India and South 
East Asia. In this role, he will be spearheading 
the business operations in India and SEA and 
will be responsible for liaising with group 
companies in terms of strategic partnerships, 
product integration and development. Prior to 
this role, Ivaturi was with WPP - Mindshare as 
head of mobile APAC based in Singapore where 
he spearheaded the mobile and new technology 
mandate.   

Indiabulls Group
Indiabulls Group has appointed Rajneesh Chawla 
as group head of marketing and communications. 
Indiabulls Group has businesses across 
various sectors like housing finance, 
consumer finance, real estate, and pharma.  
Chawla will work closely with the leadership 
team of these group companies. Chawla will 
bring in valuable know-how and experience to 
lead the marketing efforts towards this goal. 

Dailyhunt
Verse Innovation, creator of Dailyhunt, has 
appointed Umang Bedi as its president.
Previously, Bedi was working with Facebook, 
India and South Asia as managing director. He 
was also associated with global enterprises such 
as Adobe, Intuit and Symantec in India and 
South Asia, in the past. 

Cargill 
Cargill’s food business in India has appointed 
Milind Pingle as director, sales and marketing, 
effective immediately. Pingle brings more than 
25 years of experience in sales and marketing 
to Cargill and was previously working with the 
Times Group (BCCL) as director response. 
Pingle was the response lead for publications 

such as Maharashtra Times and Mumbai 
Mirror during his last stint. An alumnus 
of Narsee Monjee Institute of Management 
Studies, he has previously been associated 
with organisations such as Hindustan Coca-
Cola Beverages and Perfetti Van Melle India, 
among others.

MARKETING
Social Kinnect
Social Kinnect has appointed Punkaj Saini  
as business head for spearheading efforts  
and scaling the growth of its operations in 
New Delhi. Previously, he was working as a 
digital marketing consultant. Saini comes with  
an experience of over 19 years which spreads  
across digital and social media, data analytics, 
and product engineering. Heading various digital 
marketing verticals, Saini has worked with 
companies such as Dentsu Webchutney, TO THE 
NEW, Mid Day, among others.

ADVERTISING

KRDS India 
KRDS, a social and mobile agency, has 
appointed Parth Nagar as the country manager 
for KRDS India. Previously, he was working 
with Digital L&K Saatchi & Saatchi as an 
account director. Nagar, who will be based in 
Mumbai, will be the business head for existing 
accounts, and will be in-charge of new business 
development and expanding KRDS’s footprint 
in India. The agency currently has over 80 
employees in the country, and has brands such 
as IMAX, ICICI Lombard, Facebook, UTI, 
Lifecell and Ministry of Ayush among its 
Indian clients. Nagar has a little over 10 years 
of experience and has been an entrepreneur 
in the tech and e-commerce sectors, and has 
worked as business head for an ad-tech start-
up. He has also worked as marketing and 
business consultant to various businesses.

DIGITAL

MEDIA
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Post: Senior Visual Communication 
Designer
Company: Rouge Communications
Profile: The designers must have 
experience in designing websites, 
advertisements, extensive reports, 
brochures, coffee table books, 
posters and banners best suited for 
the development sector.
Exp: 3 to 4 years
Location: New Delhi
Email: rougecommunications@
gmail.com
...........................................................

Post: Art Director  
Company: Forecast Advertising Pvt 
Ltd
Profile: A great design stirs 
something inside you and makes 
you pause, look. re-look, and 
stare in awe. At Forecast, we are 
hunting for ‘that’ one Art Director 
who boasts of envious skills and 
contemporary designing streaks.
Exp: 3 to 5 years
Location: Mumbai
Email: nikita@forecastadvtg.com / 
hr@forecastadvtg.com
...........................................................

Post: Digital Marketing Executive
Company: Focus Marketing and 
Communication Solutions
Profile: Social Media & 
Mobile Marketing - Strategy, 
Implementation and Monitoring 
Performance Expertise in Web 
Analytics like - Google Analytic, 
Net Insights, Web Trendset 
Content Creation, Curation 
& Posting. Staying Ahead - 
Evaluate Emerging, Technologies 
& Platforms Listening Tools 
- Understanding & Working 
Knowledge.
Exp: 2 to 4 years
Location: New Delhi
Email: careers.focusmcs@gmail.
com
...........................................................

Post: Client Servicing/Account 
Manager
Company: 3 Brothers & Fils
Profile: Require candidates with 
agency experience. Plan strategy 
for clients. Manage clients and 
their brand requirements. S/he 
would be responsible for delivery of 
projects and research for the client 

handled. Act as one point contact 
between the agency and client Brain 
storming with the creative team for 
brand pitches; generating business 
from existing clients and acquiring 
new clients.
Exp: 2 to 6 years
Location: Mumbai
Email: 3bfcareers@gmail.com
...........................................................

Post: Manager - Events
Company: Span Communications
Profile: The candidate will 
be responsible for business 
development, preparing proposals, 
vendor management and overall 
production of events within given 
budgets. 
Exp: 5 to 7 years
Location: New Delhi
Email: resume2span@gmail.com
...........................................................

Post: Social Media Executive
Company: Bitstreet Technologies 
Pvt Ltd
Profile: Manage social media/digital 
marketing campaigns. Day-to-day 
activities includes: Developing 
relevant content topics to reach 
company’s target customers. Create, 
curate, and manage all published 
content (images, video and written).
Proven working experience in social 
media marketing or as a digital 
media.
Exp: 2 to 6 years
Location: Mumbai
Email: careers@bitstreet.in, 
recruiter@bitstreet.in, recruiter1@
bitstreet.ion, recruiter2@bitstreet.in
...........................................................

Post: DTP/ Studio Computer 
Operator
Company: Quotient 
Communications Pvt Ltd
Profile: Layouts, Adaptations, Final 
Artworking, Image work and other 
computer and graphics related 
work.
Exp: 0 to 3 years
Location: Mumbai
Email: team@quotientcomm.com
...........................................................

Post: Graphic Designer
Company: Zamstars Management 
Services (India) Pvt Ltd
Profile: As the Graphic Designer at 

Zamstars, you will be responsible 
for ideate and create various designs 
for social, print and other media. 
Work closely with brand managers 
and key stakeholders to ensure that 
the designs are properly built and 
implemented.
Exp: 3 to 5 years
Location: Bangalore
Email: info@zamstars.com
...........................................................

Post: Business Development 
Manager
Company: Centum Advertising & 
Marketing Pvt Ltd
Profile: We are looking for a young, 
knowledgeable and professional 
business development manager 
for digital and exhibitions. Good 
contacts with prospective private 
clients. The job role would involve 
business development, giving 
presentations, clients follow ups, 
revenue generation, coordination, 
meeting with clients & regular 
client interactions.
Exp: 3 to 4 years
Location: New Delhi
Email: hr@centumad.com
...........................................................
 
Post: Senior/Junior Copywriters
Company: MX Advertising Pvt Ltd
Profile: Passionate, imaginative 
writers, bitten by the proverbial 
creative bug (don’t worry… we 
won’t insist you show us where 
exactly it bit you!) with great 
vocabulary, flawless grammar, rich 
experience of handling campaigns 
and pitches and an impressive 
portfolio.
Exp: 0 to 2 years
Location: Mumbai
Email: hr@mxadvertising.com
...........................................................

Post: Client Servicing Executive
Company: Thoughtrains Designs 
Pvt Ltd
Profile: The candidate will have 
to work proactively to provide 
client marketing needs with the 
greatest amount of added value 
by communication. Receive client 
briefings, and analyses the input of 
client together with background 
knowledge, research, field feedback, 
etc. To produce creative brief for 
the Creative & Art team.

Exp: 2 to 3 years
Location: Vashi, Navi Mumbai
Email: hr@thoughtrains.com
...........................................................

Post: DTP Operator
Company: Paarambi 
Communications
Profile: We are looking for a well-
versed DTP professional with 
advertising agency experience. The 
candidate will work on a variety of 
designing and artwork creation jobs 
for both print and digital.
Exp: 2 to 3 years
Location: Pune
Email: info@paarambi.com,  
sanket.wagh@paarambi.com
...........................................................

Post: Digital/Social Media – 
Graphic Designer
Company: Imagic Communications 
Pvt Ltd
Profile: The candidate will be 
responsible for creating online 
content in digital/social media 
platforms, ensuring the quality of 
content using own analytical skill, 
identifying and using apt creative 
and digital solutions, complete 
knowledge of digital space, 
monitoring and evaluating digital 
activities.
Exp: 2 to 4 years
Location: New Delhi
Email: mail@imagic.in

TO ADVERTISE, CONTACT:

Shubham Garg  
Ph: 08130166777 

Email: shubham.garg@afaqs.com

Aakash Bhatia (West)  
Ph: 09650544122

Email: aakash.bhatia@afaqs.com

 Akansha Dixit (North)  
Ph: 9999621895

Email: akansha.dixit@afaqs.com

jobswitch@afaqs.com

To view other jobs in Marketing,
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*Prices indicated above are exclusive of applicable taxes (@12%) 
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